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Swmmary
Expressions are developed on the basis of geometrical optics for the curvature of a
whistler ray path in terms of the gradients of electron density, magnetic field strength,
and field direction, the analysis being restricted for simplicity to paths which are plane
curves. It is shown that there is in general no tendency for the rays to follow the lines
of force closely unless the wave-normal is very nearly at right angles to the direction
of the ray_
Expressions are also given for the curvature of low frequency disturbances when
the magnetic field is weak (" nose" whistlers). It is shown that the ray may be inclined
at a very considerable angle to the direction of the field.

1. INTRODUCTION

The study of whistling atmospherics offers interesting possibilities for
investigating the distribution of ionization and the form of the geomagnetic
field at very great heights above the Earth's surface. In order to carry through
this programme in detail, however, extensive knowledge is needed of the effect on
the ray paths followed by the whistlers, of different hypothetical forms of the
field and distributions of electron density. At first only rather crude attempts at
this were made. Thus Storey (1953) relied on the fact that for the whistler
mode of propagation the greatest angle possible between the ray direction and
the direction of the geomagnetic field is cot- 1 -ylS=19° 28', so that, very approximately, the whistlers must be propagated along the lines of magnetic force.
More recently Maeda and Kimura (1956) have given a theoretical study of whistler
ray propagation but, despite quite heavy analysis, their suggested method of
ray plotting amounts to no more than dividing the medium into a number of
slabs in each of which the magnetic field is assumed constant, and applying
Snell's laws to find the refraction in this hypothetical medium. It has also been
suggested (see e.g. Northover 1959) that the energy is essentially guided in
" ducts " formed by streamers of high electron density extended along lines of
magnetic force. Longitudinal propagation in this form is often assumed in
current whistler studies. But, whether or not high-density ducts play a major
role in guiding the energy, it seems desirable to possess a good knowledge of the
basic geometrical optics for the whistler mode of propagation in a slowly-varying
medium. In this and succeeding papers we shall attempt such a study.
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Here we propose to give an expression for the ray curvature at a given point
in the medium, in terms of the gradients of the electron density and field strength
and of the curvature of the lines of magnetic force. This should provide a simple
and reasonably powerful means of ray plotting by means of a series of circular
arcs. There is also the intrinsic interest of exhibiting the effects of the different
elements of inhomogeneity in the medium (inhomogeneity of electron density,
of field strength, and of field direction) on the ray paths of the whistlers. Finally,
it will be possible to draw some general conclusions about ray paths when the
expression for the curvature has been obtained. The analysis given here is
restricted to rays whose trajectories are plane curves; methods similar to those
used here could be used to plot such ray trajectories in three dimensions, but
at the price of added complexity.
II. THE NORMAL WHISTLER MODE
Storey (1953) developed the theory of the propagation of whistling atmospherics under the assumption that the frequency of the disturbances is so low
that the strong inequalities

(1)
hold throughout the medium. Here X and Yare the well-known Appleton
parameters of magneto-ionic theory,
X =Ne 2j<'omp2,
Y=eBojmp,

where e and m are the charge and mass of an electron, N is the electron numberdensity, p is the angular frequency of the wave, Bo is the Earth's magnetic
induction, and <:0 is the permittivity of free space. Under these conditions
propagation is in the extraordinary mode and the quasi-longitudinal (Q.L.)
approximation holds for the phase refractive-index fL. Assuming collision
damping to be negligible we have
fL2=XjY cos 6,

(2)

where 6 is the angle between the wave-normal and the Earth's magnetic field.
Propagation in this mode is possible for angles 6 <6c where
(3)

that is, for all directions of the wave-normal except those almost exactly transverse
to the magnetic field.
A note of warning must be struck here. The condition for the validity of
the Q.L. approximation (2), and so for the other approximations of this paper is

I Y sin 2 6j2(1-X) cos 61~1,
all directions for which I 6 I <6'

so that (2) holds for
say, when 6' is some angle
close to In, for which the condition first fails. However, (1) is not sufficient
to ensure that 6c <6', the condition for which is X:>Y2:>1. Thus, if this latter
condition is violated though (1) holds, there may be a narrow range of angles
between 6' and 6c for which propagation is possible, but the approximation (2)
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is not valid. This situation will perhaps arise only rarely in practical ray tracing,
but its possibility should be noted.
The direction of the ray (that is, the direction in which electromagnetic
energy is propagated) lies in the plane determined by the Earth's magnetic field
and the wave-normal, and is inclined to the latter at an angle IX given by
(4)

the sign convention (in the first quadrant) being that IX is positive if the wavenormal lies between the magnetic field and the ray . We shall also write <p = 6 + IX
for the angle between the geomagnetic field and the ray. Using (2), (4) becomes
tan

IX

(5)

= - ttan 6,

so that
tan <p=sin 6 cos 6/(1+cos 2 6),

(6)

and in view of this it is easily shown that <p<cot-1 y8=19° 28', the property
used by Storey. When <p=19° 28', 6=54 0 21'. It will be noted that 6 is in
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Fig. I.-The angle between the wave-normal and the magnetic field as a function of the
angle q> between the ray and the field, for the normal whistler mode.

general a two-valued* function of <p (Fig. 1). Thus, corresponding to a given
ray direction (<p), there are two distinct types of propagation differing in the
direction of phase propagation, the values of the refractive index and group
velocity, and we shall see, in the effect produced on the ray path by inhomogeneity of the medium.

* If we go to a higher approximation than that used in this paper we find that, for very small
values of 1q> I, is a three-valued function of q>. The greatest error in the approximation (5)
occurs when is close to !1t, and 01: is then given with an error of the order of 2/Y, which by (1)
is small.

e
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The (ray) group refractive index for whistlers is given by
tLG=itL cos rt.
( 4 cos El X)!
= 1 +3 cos 2 El Y ,

(7)

and the group delay is
(1/ c)f tLGds

taken along the ray. The quantity tLG differs little from (XjY)! for values of El
less than about 70° and then falls sharply to zero as El tends to 90° (see Storey
1953).
III. FORMULAE FOR THE RAY CURVATURE
It has been shown elsewhere (Mullaly 1962) that the curvature of a ray path
in a slowly-varying inhomogeneous magneto-ionic medium may be expressed
in terms of X, Y, El, and the gradients of these three quantities. If these three
gradients all lie in the plane determined by the wave-normal and the geomagnetic
field, the ray will remain in this plane and the curvature of its path may be
expressed as
x=~ {Z!V'LX +Z~V'TX},
(8)
X,Y,1ji

where V'LX, V'TX, etc. denote the components of V X etc. respectively along and
transverse to the direction of the ray. Here VtjI is the gradient of the angle
between the direction of the geomagnetic field and a direction fixed in space so
far as the partial differentiations involved are concerned. In the present applications the direction to which tjI is measured will be taken as the wave-normal,
and we shall write VEl rather than VtjI. The components of VEl at any point
along and transverse to the magnetic field, equal respectively the curvature
of the line of force and of the magnetic equipotential, through that point.
In a region free of currents it may further be shown that V Y is perpendicular
to VEl and has Y times its length, so that
V'L El =-(l/Y)V'T Y , }
V' TEl=(ljY)V'LY '

(9)

In the absence of currents it is thus possible to eliminate VEl and express the
curvature in terms of the gradients of two quantities, X and Y.
The coefficients in (8) are given by
Z! =

~ s~: 2rt.(~it +(~~)o,}

Z~ ~ cos 2 rt.(OtL)
tL

with similar expressions for

zI,

oX

0'

Z~, and

zl=~ cos 2 IX-I, }
Z~=-g sin

where

(10)

2rt.,

(11)
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In a general magneto-ionic medium for which {l. is related to X, Y, and fl
by the .Appleton-Hartree expression (.Appleton 1932) these coefficients are of
great algebraic complexity, but for the whistler mode of propagation the approximations (2) and (5) lead to a notable simplification. We find after some reduction

Z~=f(cp)/X,
Z1=-f(cp)/Y,
zl=2g(cp) -1,

Zf,=g(cp)/x,}
Z¥=-g(cp)/Y,
Z~= -2f(cp),

(12)

where
(3 cos 2 fl-l) sin 21X}
f(cp)
4(3 cos 2 fl+l) ,
g( cp) -f( cp) cot IX,
in which

IX

(13)

and fl are determined as functions of cp by (5) and (6).

The curvature may thus also be written
0
0 }
ofl
X= {f(cp)~+g(cp)~
log X/Y +{2g(cp)-I}~
uXL

uX T

uXL

ofl

-2f(cp)~,
uX T

(14)

where x L1 x T are coordinates respectively along and transverse to the ray. In
a region free of currents this becomes in virtue of the relation (9) between Vfl
and VY,
0
0
(15)
X= f(cp)~+g(cp)~ log X/Y+~ log Y.

t-

o}

uXL

uX T

uX T

It is also of interest to calculate the rate at which the angle fl between the
wave-normal and the field changes along the ray. If s represents arc length
along the ray we have
fl - dfl _ dcp
dlX
s=ds-as- ds

dlX
=x+VLfl- ds
OIX

=x+VLfl- oflfl"
using (5).
fl

,

Hence

3 cos 2 fl+l{x+V fl}
3 cos 2 fl-l
L
=:

~~:: ~~~{ ~(CP)O:L +g(cp)o!) log X/Y +2 (g(CP)O:L -f(CP)o!)fl}.

(16)

The function f( cp) and g( cp) have been computed and are shown in Figure 2 for
positive values of cpo Both are two-valued functions of cp, and in the figure
the two branches of the curves have been marked I and II corresponding
respectively to propagation with 1 fl 1<54 0 21' and with 1 fl 1>540 21', this being
the value of fl for which cp attains its maximum value of 190 28'.
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Fig. 2.-The functionsj(cp) and g(cp). For branch I, 6<54 0 21' and
for branch II 6> 54 0 21'.
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Fig. 3.-The relation between 6 and cp for propagation conditions
in which X~ 1, but Y is close to unity (e.g. for" nose" whistlers).
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IV. THE

CURVATURE OF "NOSE" WmSTLERS

.At increasingly great heights above the Earth's surface the magnetic field
becomes progressively weaker so that near the top of a ray trajectory the condition Y:>1 may no longer hold. So far as the dispersion curve is concerned,
this gives rise to the so-called" nose" whistlers (Helliwell et al. 1956).
Here we shall consider the ray paths in such a medium for which Y is greater
than, but of the order of, unity, assuming that the condition X:>1 still holds.
Propagation is possible for angles between the wave-normal and the field
for which
I 6 I <cos-1 (I/Y),
and the quasi-longitudinal approximation is valid in the form
(1.2=X/(YL-1),

so that
1 0(1.
YT
tan oc=- ~ oa=2(I-Yd

where YL=Y cos a, YT=Y sina.
t
an

ql

(17)

We find also

2sina-Ysin6cosa
2 cos a-Y(I+cos 2 ar

(18)

It follows that the values of ql corresponding to the extreme values of
6, namely to ±cos-1 (I/Y), are ±{t1t-cos-1 (I/Y)}. Also if Y>2, ql is zero
for 6=±cos-1 (2/Y) and a is a three-valued function of~. For Y <2, a is a
single-valued function of ql. The relation of ql and 6 is illustrated in Figure 3 for
several values of Y. It will be seen that for values of Y not much above unity
the direction of the ray may diverge very greatly from that of the magnetic
field.
The coefficit'mts of curvature are:

Zf=~YT(I-YL)rX-l,

1

zI=(2+~YL)r sin a,

J

Z~=2~(I-YL)2rX-l,

Z~=2~(I-YL)r cos 6,
zl=4~(I-YL)2r-l,
Z~=-2~YT(I-YL)r,

(19)

where
r={4(I-YL)2+Y~}-I,
~ =1 +2(YL

-Y2)r.

It will be seen that these are not only more complex algebraically than the
expression (12) for the usual whistler mode, but give rise to frequency-dependent
terms in the curvature. Thus the ray paths in a region of " nose" propagation
will be different for rays at different frequencies.

v.

CONCLUSION

The main conclusion is that there is in general no tendency for a true longitudinal ray (both ray and wave-normal parallel to the field: ql =0 and a=0) to
follow the lines of force closely.
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Two possibilities thus remain: either the ray swings back and forth about
the direction of the magnetic field, or 161 increases up to its limiting value 6e ,
when the ray is again parallel to the field. The expressions (12) indicate that,
when this happens, the gradients of X and Yare without effect on the trajectory,
and that the ray will follow the lines of force. Also by (7) the group delay is
small.
Work on ray plotting, and work in which explicit analytic expressions for
ray paths have been obtained, suggest that both types of trajectory are possible.
For the type with 161 increasing towards the limit 6e , it may be necessary to go
a long way along the ray before the limit is approached closely. Since the
wave-normal will then be almost transverse to the field, the approximation (2)
for !l. will be at its worst, as has been pointed out, and some caution may be
needed in applying our results to the further plotting of the ray, especially if the
inequalities (1) do not hold very strongly.
Finally, when the field is weak (" nose" whistlers) the ray paths exhibit a
more complex behaviour; the paths depend markedly on the frequency, and the
directions of the rays may be inclined at large angles to the field.
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